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The Search for Alexander McSween
FREDERICK W. NOLAN

Although his name appears in every account of the Lincoln County
War, surprisingly little is known about the early life of lawyer Alexander
A. McSween or, for that matter, of his spirited wife Susan. In preparing
a new book on the events of 1878, the author spent almost three years
backtracking both of these elusive characters. This article is a summary
of those findings. While there are still gaps in the story, it is hoped
that by presenting what has been discovered thus far, further information may be forthcoming.
The accepted tradition has been that McSween (the name is often
given as McSwain and may therefore have been pronounced that way)
was born in Canada. It would appear that this information emanated
from his widow; indeed, practically all that is known about the man
seems to have originated with her. But Susan McSween was sometimes
less than utterly honest. She told Emerson Hough, Walter Burns, J.
Evetts Haley, and Maurice Fulton that McSween had been born in
Frederick W. Nolan is the author of The Life and Death ofJohn Henry Tunstall (University
of New Mexico Press, 1965). He has been a student of the Lincoln County Wars for
nearly forty years, and is presently prep~ring for publication a complete reexamination
of the conflict under the title An Eyewitness History of the Lincoln County War.
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Alexander McSween's business card. Courtesy of Frederick W. Nolan.

Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada. 1 William Keleher made
some efforts to confirm this, with inconclusive results. 2
The Cimarron News & Press, however, indicated that McSween was
a Scot, as did Mary, wife of the missionary Dr. Taylor F. Ealy. McSween
himself, writing about Frank Macnab, referred to him as "a brother
Scot. "3 This may only, of course, have meant that he was of Scottish
descent, and cannot, in any case, be checked; the central registration
of births in Scotland began only in 1855.
"McSwain had been educated for a Presbyterian minister," Susan
E. Barber, as she was then known, told J. Evetts Haley on August 16,
1. Emerson Hough, The Story of the Outlaw (New York: A. L. Burt Company, 1905);
Walter Noble Burns, The Saga of Billy the Kid (New York: Doubleday, Page & Company,
1926); J. Evetts Haley; interview with Susan E. Barber, White Oaks, New Mexico, August
16, 1927, J. Evetts Haley History Center, Midland, Texas (hereafter HHC); and Maurice
Garland Fulton, History of the Lincoln County War, ed., Robert N. Mullin, (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1968).
2. William A. Keleher, Violence in Lincoln County, 1869-1881: A New Mexico Item
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1957).
3. Cimarron News & Press, August 8, 1878; Mary R. Ealy to M. G. Fulton, December
7, 1927, M. G. Fulton Collection, Special Collections, University of Arizona; A. A. McSween
to J. P. Tunstall, April 17, 1878, in author's possession. In another letter dated May 9,
1878, he referred to the British flag and said: "I was born under it; its principles are
deeply rooted in my heart." This could be taken to indicate Scottish birth; but of course,
the British flag then flew over Canada as well.
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1927. 4 "He was a wonderful orator and a fine writer. When a young
man, he wrote for sixteen prominent journals. After his death a cousin
of his, a member of Parliament from Canada, wrote me and told me
McSwain was chosen from a family of five boys as the most intelligent
one" [to be educated for the ministry?].
By his own account, Alexander Anderson McSween was thirtyfive years of age at the time of his death in July 1878. 5 Although birth
records go back only as far as 1906 on Prince Edward Island, it has
been possible to establish from baptismal records that an Alexander A.
McSween, the son of Alexander and Flora [Nicholson] McSween was
born June 15, 1837 at Belfast, Prince Edward Island. 6 This is encouraging; there were five more children born to this couple between 1839
and 1848, one of whom died in infancy (which supports the "most
intelligent of five" statement); and a James Nicholson (maiden name
of Alexander McSween's wife), also born at Belfast, was a member of
the local legislature of 4th Queens, which would encompass the Eldon,
Belfast area. Like the McSweens of Belfast, his parents had emigrated
to Canada from the Isle of Skye circa 1803, making them Scots, or
anyway, of Scottish descent. 7
In spite of the parallels, however, it would appear that the Belfast
McSween is not the Lincoln McSween. In his last will and testament
in February, 1878, he gave his age as thirty-four; in May, as thirty-five. 8
This fixes the date of his birth somewhere between February and May
1844, seven years too late for it to be the Belfast McSween. In addition,
although Prince Edward Island censuses for 1841 and 1861 give "head
of family" information only, that for the latter year indicates that Alex
McSwein [sic] had seven children by the time it was taken.
If McSween was indeed educated for the ministry, it has been
4. Haley interview, HHC.
5. A. A. McSween to J. P. Tunstall, April 17, 1878: "I have lived 35 years without
them [firearms] & without drinking Whiskey...."
6. Rev. M. G. Fawcett, St. Johns Presbyterian Church, Belfast, Prince Edward Island,
to author, November 8, 1983.
7. Beryl Barrett, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, to author, December 2, 1984.
Mrs. Barrett also located the birth of an Alexander MacLean, son of Murdoch MacLean
and Janet Anderson of Orwell, Prince Edward Island, born January 25, 1842. If he had
been raised by the McSweens and differentiated himself by using the name Alexander
Anderson, this man might fit some of the parameters described in Keleher, Violence in
Lincoln County, 55. Note the "if."
8. Alexander Anderson McSween, Last Will and Testament, in Probate Court JournaL December 1, 1876-March 2, 1881, pp. 100-02. Provided courtesy Nora Henn, Lynda
Sanchez, and Herman Weisner.
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impossible to establish where. The Synod of the Atlantic Provinces,
Presbyterian Church in Canada, has no record of any McSween. The
Ministerial Directory of the Presbyterian Church in the United States, 18611941 contains no entry for him. 9 Yet his widow is adamant that when
they met, "he was not a lawyer then, but a minister."
According to her, McSween met Susan E. Homer at Pekin, Illinois,
in 1870. "He was stopping at an hotel there and I was stopping with
some friends of mine. He was in the parlor writing. I was there telling
an old grandmother about the Indians, as I had been down near Indian
Territory. He overheard me and that evening he met me and got to
joking and kind of flirting." McSween told her he was going to Emporia,
Kansas, on business. He sent her a note, which she did not answer.
"In two weeks he came back. We engaged in repartee and I gave him
about as good as he gave."10
There is no documentary record of either of them in Pekin, which
was a river town that saw plenty of transients. l l Neither is there any
trace of McSween in Whitehall, Illinois, a town founded in 1832 whose
early industries were coal and pottery. 12 We must again fall back upon
the recollections of Susan Barber.
"He had no money. He was not a lawyer then, but a minister.
After we were engaged [presumably quite soon after they met in 1870],
he said he wanted to study for some other profession before we got
married. He said he wanted to go to Washington University at St.
Louis. He was detained and got there some two weeks after it opened.
The Dean did not take him that late, and he told the Dean he could
catch up. He left disconsolate, but then had a letter from the Dean. It
said that he had decided he would take him in, as he felt he could
9. Rev. E. H. Bean, D. D., Synod Clerk, Synod of the Atlantic Provinces, Sydney,
Nova Scotia, to author, February 12, 1985. In a letter dated May 29,1984, Mary Plummer,
Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, reported finding an Alexander McSween
in the Index of Presbyterian Ministers, 1706-1881. Unfortunately in 1878-79 he was in
Fredericksburg, Virginia, and in 1880 in Washington, D.C. The Ministerial Directory referred to (courtesy Donald Cline, Albuquerque) lists only two McSweens and one McSwain.
None of them is our man.
10. Haley interview, HHC.
11. Loree Bergerhouse, Corresponding Secretary, Tazewell County Genealogical
Society, Pekin, Illinois, to author, September 19, 1984. Ms. Bergerhouse "read the 1870
census without finding either Alexander McSween or Sue E. Homer." No mention of
McSween in the 1870-71 Pekin city directory, in local newspapers of the time, or Chapman's History of Tazewell County, 1879.
12. Helen Richards Widdowson, Corresponding Secretary, Greene County Historical and Genealogical Society, Carrollton, Illinois, to author, November 29, 1983 and V.
Tunie Brannan, Circuit Clerk, Greene County, Carrollton, Illinois, to author, n.d. (January 1984), confirming no record of McSween's naturalization there.
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catch up with the work. He went back and caught up, but he nearly
killed himself. He ruined his health."l3
Apart from the Cimarron News & Press' assertion that McSween
had come to the United States "about fourteen years" prior to 1878,14
it has proven impossible to find any documented trace of him prior to
1871, when the name of Alex A. McSween, from Whitehall, Illinois,
lodging at 1511 Carr Street, St. Louis, appears as one of thirty-five
members of the junior class of the Law Department of Washington
University for 1871-1872. 15
The law school at Washington University in St. Louis began operations in the 1867-1868 academic year, making it the oldest law school
west of the Mississippi. Candidates for the Bachelor of Laws degree
were required to pass written and oral examinations. The period of
study extended over two years of six months each. McSween either
chose not to or was unable to finish the course, for his name appears
neither in the 1872-1873 yearbook nor in any subsequent list of Washington University graduates. 16
City directories for the period 1870-1873 show that in 1872, McSween
was listed as a student, boarding at 1801 Olive Street in St. Louis, close
to the university carnpus. 17 Other evidence, however, indicates that he
had already moved west to Eureka, Kansas. An entry in the Eureka
Herald of January 2, 1873 reveals that McSween had been teaching at
District School 29 on the farm of one D. E. Miles, east of what later
became the town of Reece, in western Greenwood County. At that time
there were usually three or four three-month school terms, SeptemberJanuary being the fall term. On this evidence, McSween would have
been there in September 1872, and possibly earlier. One could speculate-no school records from those days exist-that he arrived in the
late spring of 1872, attended the Institute of the Teachers of Greenwood
County, took the teacher's examination, and taught school that fall to
pick up a little money. 18
On April 3, 1873, the Eureka Herald reported that "Mr. McSween,
whose card appears in this issue, has rented the office south of the
Herald building." The "card" read as follows:
13. Haley interview, HHC.
14. Cimarron News & Press, August 8, 1878.
15. Elizabeth Moss, Archives Assistant, University Libraries, Washington University
in St. Louis, Missouri, to author, September 23, 1983.
16. Ibid.
17. Ibid.
18. Helen Bradford, Greenwood County Historical Society, Eureka, Kansas, to author, July 17, 1983.
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Alex A. McSween
Attorney-at-law, will faithfully attend to all business
with which he may be entrusted.
Collections made and promptly remitted.
Eureka, Kansas.
On the same day, McSween was one of seventy-five signatories
calling for a meeting "at Earhart's Hall on Saturday evening, April 5th
at 7112 p.m. sharp, for the purpose of putting into nomination antilicense, anti-salary, anti-saloon candidates for the city office of Mayor
and Councilmen." Although by this time Kansas had been a free state
for more than a decade, the good burghers of Eureka tried to keep
liquor out of the town and largely succeeded as far as legal sales were
concerned. McSween was taking a popular stance in opposing the sale
of liquor licenses.
The following week, his ad appeared again, this time in the regular
front page column reserved for listing local attorneys. Three days later,
April 13, 1873, Sue E. Homer became a member of the First Presbyterian
Church at Atchison, Kansas. 19 According to her own statement, she
was attending a convent there. Like most of her evidence, this poses
more questions than it answers. First of all, there was only one convent
in Atchison. Sue E. Homer was twenty-seven, too old to have been a
student, and unlikely, since she was not Catholic, to have been a teacher?O
The Atchison census for 1870 lists all students and teachers at the
convent. Her name is not among them, nor does it appear anywhere
else in that census. There is one further dimension to this puzzling
statement: both her parents were buried in a Quaker cemetery.21 This
would suggest Susanna Hummer, born Quaker, attended a c;.atholic
convent and became Presbyterian within the space of three years. It
seems less than likely.
It was suggested to me that in transcription the word "convent"
was a misrendering, and that it was perhaps a convention she was
attending. According to the Emporia, Kansas, News of July 8, 1870, the
"recently-formed Presbyterian Synod of Kansas by the direction of the
General Assembly" was to meet in Topeka on July 12, with Rev. S. M.
19. Carol A. Wagner, Church Secretary, First Presbyterian Church, Atchison, Kansas, to author, February 16, 1984.
20. Judy Kidwell, Records Clerk, District Court, Atchison, Kansas, to author, May
30, 1984, quoting Sister Digna, archivist at the Benedictine Convent, 801 S. 8th Street,
Atchison.
21. Charles H. Glatfelter, Director, Adams County Historical Society, Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania, to author, June 20, 1984.
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Irvin as moderator. "The synod extends over this State, New Mexico
and Colorado and the Indian Territory," the News reported, "and is
convened to reconstruct the Presbyteries and organize its ecclesiastical
agency. It is desired that every minister should be present and each
church represented." There is, however, no mention of either Alexander McSween or Sue E. Homer. 22
By her own account, she has traveled from "near Indian Territory"
to Pekin, Illinois and now to Atchison, Kansas, but she does not indicate
how she got there, or what she was using for money, or where she
was living. There are enough anomalies in all this to prompt a more
thorough examination of the story she told her biographers.
To begin with, her name was not Homer but Hummer, and she
appears in the 1850 and 1860 censuses not as Sue or Susan, but as
Susanna. She was not born in Gettysburg, either, but on a farm some
twelve miles north of that place in Tyrone township, Adams County.
Her father was Peter Hummer, born in Adams County in 1808, her
mother Elizabeth Stauffer, born Front Royal, Virginia in 1812. They
were married in Adams County by the Rev. Daniel Gottwald on November 22, 1832, and there were eight children of that union: Savilla,
born 1834; Delilah, born 1836; Rebecca, born 1839; Elizabeth, born 1841;
Susanna, born December 30, 1845; Amanda or Annie, born 1847; and
Leander, born 1851.
Elizabeth Stauffer Hummer died on October 20, 1851; five months
later, on March 17, 1852, the Rev. Jacob Ziegler married Peter Hummer
to his wife's sister Lydia. This marriage also produced eight children:
Addison, born 1853; Laura Virginia, born 1855; Ida, born 1857; FIorella,
born 1859; Harvey, born 1862; Emma, born 1864; Ellsworth, born 1867;
and Hattie, born 1870. 23
Sometime between 1863 and 1865, Susanna Hummer quit the family home. Her last appearance is in the 1860 census. The family tradition
is that she left home shortly after the battle of Gettysburg (July 1863)
to visit her married sister, Elizabeth, in Ohio, and that it was on this
trip that she met McSween. 24 A York, Pennsylvania newspaper article
22. Gayle Woods Graham, Reading, Kansas, to author, June 8, 1985. Ms. Graham
read every issue of the Emporia News for 1870 in the hope of finding further mention
of McSween or Sue E. Homer. There was none.
23. Genealogy of the Hummer family supplied from census records by Elizabeth
M. Tangen, Assistant Director, Adams County Historical Society, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, to author, July 20,1984.
24. Precis of a letter from Mrs. Quincy W. Hershey, York Springs, Pennsylvania, to
W. A. Keleher (undated) in "Notes on Susan E. McSween," R. N. Mullin Collection, J.
Evetts Haley History Center, Midland, Texas. Regarding the legend that Susan Mc-
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published subsequent to her death stated she had left home when she
was twenty, which would make the date of her departure 1865. 25 Either
date presents problems to the researcher.
Elizabeth Hummer married David Pugh Shield of Columbus, Ohio,
on November 11, 1859. 26 The ceremony was conducted in Adams
County-and therefore we may presume at the family home-by the
same pastor who had married Peter and Lydia Hummer. Sometime
following the ceremony, the newlyweds returned to Columbus where
the twenty-seven-year-old Shield was a lawyer in his father's practice.
Their first child, George, was born in Ohio in 1861, but in late 1862 or
early 1863, they left Ohio for Stockton, Missouri, where David Shield's
brother, G. Whitelaw Shield, had a law practice. 27 lf Susanna Hummer
left home after Gettysburg to go to her married sister, then she went
to Missouri, not Ohio.
More problems appear. On July 1, 1863, the very same day that
the battle at Gettysburg began, David P. Shield enlisted in the Missouri
Militia, serving as a sergeant in Company M, Provisional Regiment.
Later, he joined Company E, 60th Regiment, and was discharged July
12,1865. 28 At some juncture between these dates he moved his familya second son, David Curtis, was born there in 1864-to Osceola, Missouri. Whether Susanna Hummer was with her sister at this time cannot be established. But if indeed she went there (was that the "down
near Indian Territory" she referred to?), why did she not simply say

Sween's family lost all they owned in the battle of Gettysburg, Elizabeth Tangen, notes,
"Our tax assessments show Peter Hummert [sic) first in Tyrone township in 1841, with
94 acres, no horses or cows. In 1842 he had 94 acres, horses and cows, indicating
residence. Through 1886, the year of his death, he had various acreage, up to 120 acres,
6 acres woodland. Nothing indicates loss during the battle."
25. Undated untitled clipping from York, Pennsylvania newspaper (1931) in Philip
J. Rasch File #47 Alex A. McSween, at Lincoln County Heritage Trust, Lincoln, New
Mexico. Reporting the death of Susan Hummer McSween Barber, the article states that
she was a close friend of Jennie Wade, the only woman to die in the battle of Gettysburg,
and that she had visited York Springs about thirteen years earlier.
26. David Pugh Shield, the son of Robert Shield, a Columbus, Ohio, lawyer from
Scotland, was born at Reynoldsburg, Ohio, on December 5, 1835. In 1870, he was county
attorney for St. Clair County, Missouri, and his brother George Whitelaw Shield was
probate judge. The 1870 census for Osceola, Missouri, lists Shield, 36, his wife Elizabeth,
30, son George H., 9, son David c., 6, daughter Mary M., 2,and Cathryn Baker, 17.
D. P. Shield died at Las Vegas, New Mexico, March 6, 1888. John Mills, Osceola, Missouri,
to author, December 1, 1983, and Douglas Croy, Las Vegas, New Mexico, to author,
December 9, 1983; Donald Lavash, State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, to author, July 25, 1985.
27. John Mills, Osceola, Missouri, to author, December 1, 1983.
28. Donald Lavash, Santa Fe, New Mexico, to author, July 25, 1985.
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so? And if she did not, where was she between the time she left home
and her first documented appearance in Atchison in April 1873?
One final mystery before we leave her, this time a photographic
one. The widely-accepted photographs of Alexander and his wife, although they do not seem to have been taken at the same time, were
both taken at the same photographic studio, the Baltimore Photo Company, 66 Lexington and 120 S. 122 Lexington, Baltimore. 29 Did McSween
enter the United States via that city? Did they meet there? (Oldtimers
in Lincoln said Susan McSween spoke so much and with such affection
of Baltimore that many people thought she came from there.) Were
the photographs taken on separate occasions, and when? If together,
on what occasion did both of them visit the city? The most diligent
checking in Baltimore has unearthed no trace of either of them; no
McSween appears in Baltimore city directories from 1858-1875, nor in
city archives, city (1833-1886) or federal (1820-1897) passenger lists,
indices to the census for 1840 and 1850, nor in naturalization records. 30
Of course, post-bellum Baltimore was a city in turmoil, and it milY yet
be that some trace of them will be found there.
And so, back to McSween, now practicing law at Eureka. The
Herald for April 24, 1873 contains this stern injunction:
Notice is hereby given to all persons indebted to the late Dr. J. B.
Bennett that his books have been placed in my hands for collection.
An immediate settlement will save unnecessary trouble and expense.
Alex A. McSween
James B. Bennett was a young, single physician who died intestate,
and his father, Elijah Bennett, claimed the estate as sole heir. The
documents record the appearance of "A. A. McSween, Justice of the
Peace in and for Eureka Township, County and State aforesaid."31 This
confirmation of McSween's election as J.P.-which probably occurred
in the preceding fall-raises the question of his citizenship. In order
to vote or to stand for election (both of which he did), McSween had
to be a U.S. citizen. Two witnesses of his will in February 1878, confirm
29. Harwood P. Hinton, editor, Arizona and the West, Tucson, Arizona, to author,
December 17, 1984.
30. J. C. Maguire, Jr., Baltimore, Maryland to author, February 20, 1985. On the
faint chance that McSween might have originated in the White Hall in Maryland, near
Baltimore, Amelia K. Hale, Librarian, Baltimore County Historical Society to author,
March 2, 1985, confirmed there is no McSween in the 1870 census for the 7th and 10th
Districts, covering that town.
31. Helen Bradford, Eureka, Kansas, to author, July 17, 1983.
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this status. Yet no record of McSween's naturalization has been found
in either Tazewell County (Pekin) or Greene County (Whitehall), Illinois, in either Atchison or Greenwood County, Kansas, or in Lincoln
County, New Mexico. 32
It would be too much to burden the reader with every mention
of McSween in the Eureka Herald; he was clearly on good terms with
its editor, Samuel G. Mead. In April 1873, one A. G. Story and his wife
Sophie conveyed three town lots to McSween for $52. In July his name
was among the Teachers and Friends of Education attending the Fourth
Annual Institute of the Teachers of Greenwood County. Then on August 28, the Herald announced
Married.
At the Presbyterian Manse, Atchison, by the Rev. E. Cooper
DO on Saturday, August 23, Judge McSween of Eureka and Miss
Sue E. Homer.
We congratulate our legal friend upon the successful termination of this case. His petition was evidently in-proper form and
his pleading so strong and earnest [that it] did noHall on unwilling
ears. This is one of those rare cases where the judgment for plaintiff
is also judgment for the other party. For while our gallant friend
Mac thought, as well he might, that he was securing a glorious
prize, he was obliged to surrender himself in return, and the fair
bride has at least as much to boast of as Mac himself. Both have
our good wishes.
May they live as long as the patriarchs, may their olive branches
be as numerous as the leaves of the forest, and may all the joys
of life attend them.
The following extracts from Atchison papers show that the
bride is not without honor in her own city and among her own
people.
The many friends of Miss Homer will congratulate Mr. McSween
upon securing so estimable a lady to share his cares and joys. We
wish them a long life of happiness and usefulness and recommend
them to the citizens of Eureka, their future home.-Globe
The marriage took place at the Presbyterian Manse by Rev.
Edward Cooper, DO, on the 23rd inst., of Alexander A. McSween,
Esq., of Eureka, and Miss Sue E. Homer of this city. Eureka has
reason to be proud of this prize it has taken from us. May she
32. See notes 11 and 12. Judy Kidwell, Records Clerk, District Court, Atchison,
Kansas, to author, August 2, 1983, and Eleanor Jacoby, Clerk of the District Court,
Greenwood County, Eureka, Kansas, to author, July 18, 1985. Donald Lavash, Santa Fe,
to author, July 25, 1985 and Donald Cline, Albuquerque.
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blossom in the fair southwest and cast the same genial glow around
the home of her husband as she did to the friends she leaves
behind. Selah! Roll up your sleeves, Mac, and pitch into business
now; no more excuses, old boy!-Champion
Marriage license number 765, issued August 13, 1873 by Probate
Judge S. A. Frazier, authorized the marriage of Alex A. McSween of
Eureka, Kansas, aged twenty-nine, and Sue E. Homer of Atchison
County, aged twenty-seven. 33 The ceremony was performed by fiftyfour-year-old, New York-born Edward Cooper, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church at 302 North 5th Street, with his fifty-three-year-old
wife Mary as witness. The glowing newspaper encomiums to the bride
further deepen the mystery: why were the couple not married in the
church, or at the home of her family? Atchison directories for 1865 and
1870-1873 yield not one mention of either of them. 34 A choice of pos-.
sibilities is available: there is a David H.. Homer from Adams County,
Pennsylvania, in the 1850 census; deed books show that one Jacob A.
Homer bought land at Center township on March 23, 1865/5 one A.
B. Hummer, grocer, was boarding at the Planters House in 1870; and
in 1872-1873 a J. P. Hummer of Decker and Hummer, grocers, and
Charles W. Hummer, clerk, resided on Laramie Street. 36 There is nothing, however, to link any of them to Sue E. Homer.
We might pause to ask how and when did Susanna Hummer
become Sue E. Homer? At twenty-seven, she was marrying late by
frontier standards. Could it be she had been married before, or at the
time she met McSween? According to Hough, who got his information
direct, her maiden name was Susan E. Hummer, "the name sometimes
spelled Homer," yet no Adams County census-taker between 1850 and
1880 made this error, nor any of those officials who recorded the marriages and deaths of her kinfolk in Pennsylvania. 37 For the present,
any answer to this rhetorical question must remain in the realm of
speculation.
McSween's next appearances in the Eureka Herald hint that money
was tight. A month prior to his wedding he had announced that he
33. Certified copy provided by Judy Kidwell, Records Clerk, District Court, Atchison, Kansas, to author, June 16, 1983.
34. Katy Matthews, Topeka, Kansas, to author, December 5, 1983.
35. The land is described as "the North '12 of the North East '12 of Section 32
Township 6, Range 19." There were no probate records for any Homer or McSween.
Judy Kidwell, Atchison, Kansas, to author, August 29, 1983.
36. Katy Matthews to author, December 5, 1983.
37. Hough, The Story of the Outlaw; Elizabeth Tangen to author, July 20, 1984.
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was offering the stock-in-trade of the late H. Lantier, a druggist, for
sale, repeating the notice on July 3. On October 2, 9, and 16, the
following appeared:
Parties knowing themselves indebted to the Lantier estate are
requested to call at once at my office and settle. Produce of every
description taken as payment. Delinquents will be forced.
A week later, McSween was offering for sale "four oxen, one cow,
one pig, hay and corn on one, two, or three years' time, well secured.
Also two farms to let with desirable conveniences." It is interesting
that at this juncture he accepted livestock and produce in payment for
his services. I have never heard of his doing so after he reached Lincoln.
Note also that he was offering terms as long as three years, which
might be taken as reasonable indication that he fully intended to remain
in Eureka that long. In fact, he would remain less than another year.
In October, an exchange of correspondence between McSween and
a J. H. Yeoman of Charleston, a small town in the southern part of the
county, revealed that McSween was skilled in phonography, an early
form of shorthand. On December 11, he placed another ad in the Herald.
Indiana.
I have a piece of land near Terre Houte [sic] which I would
sell or exchange for city property at a reasonable rate. Also a house
and lot in town for $750, the house alone cost $900.
Alex A. McSween.
The phrasing of the ad infers that the house in Terre Haute was
his own and not acquired through the practice. Given this broad indication that McSween might have lived in or worked in the city, Terre
Haute city directories for the years 1858, 1863-1864, 1868, and 18711873 were checked; his name does not appear. Nor is it in the various
Vigo County histories, or in the census for 1860. Such records as were
available for the 1858 Vigo County landowners' atlas and the 1870
census revealed no sign of McSween, signaling another dead end. 38
In February, McSween bought two more town lots for $200, and
also, according to the Herald
38. Nancy Sherill, Vigo County Public Library, Terre Haute, Indiana, to author,
August 31, 1983. Ms. Sherill also noted an article which appeared in the Terre Haute
Evening Gazette, July 20, 1881 headlined "Billy the Kid, Former Terre Hautean, Sent to
Glory in New Mexico." The article contradicts itself, however, by saying that Billy was
a native of Indiana and later that he came from New York.
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... the property formerly occupied by the Gregory family. He is
fitting it up to live in. He hopes it will be large enough for him
and his for several years. We see that he proposes to have it thoroughly renovated.
In view of his apparent intention to remain in Eureka at least "for
several years," McSween's dealings with one Samuel Webster, then
living in Eureka, bear close examination. As well as cash for investment,
Webster gave McSween a number of promissory notes, due for collection between October 1873 and April 1875 (all of which were paid before
due), making a total of $746, against which McSween made one cash
payment of $100 in May 1874, leaving $646 outstanding. 39
Meanwhile, on June 18, the Herald noted that "rennovation [sic]
goes on at McSween's. His house received the third and last coat of
paint yesterday." Four months' renovation would hint at extensiveand expensiv~hanges.Enough, certainly, to indicate what they would
later so convincingly demonstrate in Lincoln: that although they were
anything but wealthy, the McSweens had high social aspirations.
In july, the Fifth·Annual Institute was held; McSween:s name was
again among those attending. On July 23 his card appeared as usual
on the front page of the Herald. But by September 23, it appears his
fortunes had been reversed. A deed conveys the two town lots bought
in February to one B. S. Bennett of Greenwood County for $700, the
buyer assuming a mortgage of $333, the sellers retaining profits. of the
premises for one year. The following day McSween's card appeared in
the Herald for what was to be the last time. 40
In her interview with Haley, Susan Barber stated that they left
Eureka in September because "McSwain had asthma very bad."41 This
was always the reason she gave for their having come to New Mexico,
but as always, her account begs a nu ll1ber of questions. If they left
39. To give McSween the benefit of our doubt, an unattributed note in the R. N.
Mullin collection at the J. Evetts Haley History Center in Midland, Texas, states, "[McSween]
had to borrow money from a friend in Kansas to make the journey to Lincoln. He never
managed to repay the loan." (Mullin's italics). This might have been that loan. Be that as
it may, Samuel Webster obtained a further payment of $300 from McSween in April 1878,
but nothing more. In January 1879, after going to considerable trouble (including an
affidavit sworn before the mayor of his home town, Lindsay, Ontario, Canada) he successfully sued McSween's estate for the remaining $346. Records of the Estate of A. A.
McSween, Lincoln County Courthouse, Carrizozo, New Mexico. Twenty years ago,
seeking further information about Webster, the writer learned that at one time there had
been a much-respected lawyer and magistrate in Lindsay whose name was McSweyn.
Ford W. Moynes, Lindsay, Ontario, to author, March 7, 1965.
40. Helen Bradford to author, July 17, 1983.
41. Haley interview, HHC.
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Eureka because of McSween's illness, one wonders why his friend
Mead, editor of the Herald, did not run a story covering their departure.
We may safely infer from the several appearances in that newspaper,
on February 11, 1875 and the following March 4 and May 20, of
McSween's name in a list of letters remaining uncalled for in Eureka
post office, that they left no forwarding address. This inference is bolstered by the fact that they took Samuel Webster's money with them,
and that three town lots they had bought in April 1873 were finally
sold for nonpayment of taxes in 1884. 42
On the available evidence, however, all that can be stated with
certainty is that their departure from Eureka was unannounced and
- unexpected. In her account of their journey, Susan said-they starteci
with a horse team and wagon, travelling via Dodge City. 43
We stopped at Granada [Colorado] two months. The railroad
had built beyond there. This was in 1874. We took care of a house
there for two men who wanted to go out on the plains hunting
buffalo. We were going to Silver City. 44
42. Helen Bradford to author, July 17, 1983.
43. Only one Dodge City newspaper for 1874 has been preserved: the Dodge City
Messenger of June 2. There is no mention of the McSweens. Betty Braddock, Director,
Kansas Heritage Center, Dodge City, Kansas, to author, November 19, 1984.
44. Haley interview, HHC.
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She goes on to say they fell in with a Mexican freighter who spoke
good English and went with him to Punta de Agua. There they met
Miguel Otero, a U.S. Congressman, who advised them to try Lincoln.
"He said it was a new place and the only town in the courity, and
that he thought McSwain would do well to come. He gave us a letter
of introduction to the Murphy firm. We came on down the road to
Lincoln. 1145
It is difficult to avoid wondering how different the history of Lincoln County might have been had they gone to Silver City as they
intended. History, however, is what was, not what might have been.
They arrived in Lincoln, according to McSween's statement to Frank
Warner Angel, on March 3, 1875. 46 In a letter dated April 28, 1878,
Marion Turner described their arrival thus:
[McSween] came with his wife, penniless, hauled here in a
farmer's wagon by Martin Sanches. He expressed his intention of
making his EI Dorado in Lincoln. 47
His EI Dorado was an unmarked grave.

45. Ibid.
46. A. A. McSween: Affidavit to Frank Warner Angel, Records of the British Foreign

Office, Files F.O. 1964-65, Public Records Office, Kew, London, and Records of the
Department of Justice, File 44-48, Record Group 60, National Archives, Washington,
D.C.
47. Published in the Las Vegas Gazette, May 14, 1878. Keleher, Violence in Lincoln
County, gives the date as April 18. In an interview conducted by Eve Ball, December 13,
1951, Amelia Bolton Church, daughter of postmaster John Bolton, said her mother Ellen
was the only Anglo woman in town at the time of the McSweens' arrival, which she
placed late in the afternoon of March 3, 1875. Mrs. Church recalled that the wagon was
drawn by two black oxen, and thather mother gave the new arrivals tea. By what seems
a remarkable coincidence they told her, too, that they were "in search of their EI Dorado,"
Lincoln County Historical Society Collection, Lincoln, New Mexico.
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